
Gozo Club Trip June 2016 

Des Powell, Steve Presley, Shaun Hodges, Graham Lundegaard, Steve Cresswell, Sue Collishaw. + 3 non divers 

Hi all I just thought I would provide a brief report to all about the excellent trip 4 club members and new 

members to be undertook this year in June 2016. We all set off in a taxi to Gatwick in the very early hours of 

the 6
th

 June and all went very smoothly with flights, transfers and ferry etc arriving at the Luxury Villa at 

about 1300hrs in baking sun! The Villa (same as last year) was huge and had air con in all bedrooms with 

very large communal rooms and a nice pool! 

 

Once settled we all headed out in the two hired jeeps and a small 5 door hire car to sort out diving gear and 

were really looked after by the dive shop. They offered us free storage again and wash facilities all week for 

our kit and once we had sorted out weights etc it was out for a meal. 

Food in Gozo is quite a bit cheaper than in England and quality is good to in some cases very good indeed. 

Drink is cheap! (Yippee!) 

Day one  

We picked up our tanks first thing in the morning and did an hour + check out dive at Xwejni Bay. It is a 

slow bimble suited to all levels with a max depth in the bay of around 12 metres. (Much deeper if you go 

right out!) This is an ideal safe opening dive. Saw small fish and an octopus feeding. 

Second dive is a potentially a very deep dive Reqqa Point. We kept it much shallower. Good vistas and wall 

drop offs. The environment getting to and from dive site is quite rugged and the vehicle takes a battering but 

great fun.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



On this holiday suffice to say we went out every evening for excellent meals around the island. We found 

that it was as cheap to do this as eat in. We did a large shop at the local store for household food where we 

all put into a kitty. This worked very well.! 

Day two saw again two dives at very well-known and renowned sites.  

Dive one was the Inland Sea. We entered via the Inland sea itself and travelled underwater through a large 

fissure / tunnel out into the open sea. Huge drop offs but we hugged the wall and made our way around the 

headland under the “Azure Window” and eventually into the blue hole. Fantastic dive here! 

Dive two was this time into the Blue Hole itself descending along until if you know where to go there is a 

small fissure called the Chimney. This leads up and into the Coral Gardens. Then back again down the 

fissure and along the wall. Depths here are over 30 – 40 metres although you choose your depth. At halfway 

turn around and come up into the shallow and back to the Blue hole. This time there was quite a current 

running so a bit more challenging but great all the same. 

 

Day Three Saw us diving on the Wreck of the Karwella. This is an easy access from the shore (one of three 

actually). This year it has a large Buoy attached so you cannot miss it. It is about 40 metres to the sand but 

the deck is about 30 metres so good sport diver wreck. We had great viz and the wreck is upright and easy to 

look in and around. Fab dive! A good one to use nitrox or a stage. 

The second dive was in Xlendi Bay. I love this dive. Starts by crossing the bay and into a fair sized tunnel 

before going down to around 20 metres and back into the bay. Quite a trudge up a hill at the end of the dive. 

  

Sadly on day four Sue was not feeling well but we did a boat trip out from Hondoc to Comino. 

 

What a days diving!!! 

Dive one P31 - small wreck in max 20metres on pure white sand. Just an ace dive! 

Second dive was into a series of caves and tunnels called “Santa Maria caves”. Such a good day I have 

included just a few (in fact quite a few photos!) 



 

 

 

   WHAT A GREAT DAY!  Just a small selection of the photos I took. 

 



Day Six Saw two dive more dives. Billinghurst Cave. It is huge and the one photo provides scale. The 

entrance and very long ladder exit provides extra exhilaration. Steep walls either side, or a sandy bottom. 

Then we stayed at the same location and dived the Blue Dome / Cathedral cave.  

Billinghurst Cave above 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day Seven - Today back at the Wreck site for a dive on the MV Cominoland followed the bay of Hondoc a 

new site to me which was an easy bimble but lots to see. Loads of life and interest!  

The wreck was again at around 39 metres and was fantastic. Once finished on the wreck there is a reef to 

enjoy the deco or safety stop so we all did quite a lot. 

  



 

 

The last Dive day saw us dive Ras II Hobz (Middle Finger). This is a pinnacle dive from very very deep up 

to about 8 metres. We did not go deep at all but an easy dive where Steve showed his skills and balance. I 

have not yet downloaded those photos.. 

 

The last dive was at the shore dive at Mgar Ix Ini.  

 

 

 

 

 



To sum up for me and I know talking to the others this trip was a resounding success. We all got on very 

well, The villa was great, diving was as it should be for the med and I think the photos show it well!. 

 

I am running a trip in September this year and two more next year. 

 

Anyway I hope you enjoy the dive report. 

 

Des 


